
Are You able to update your bedroom furniture Decor and still
keep it classic?
 

Are you satisfied with your bedroom furniture? Are you confident that it will last for another 10

years? But do you see that the colors are fading or that the surroundings are far from being

suitable for the 21st century? What can you do to update the furniture and decor in your

home so that it brings you into the new era, without removing the classic pieces? Here are

some areas where you can begin to keep your style while making the room appear more

modern. 

Start Small. 

Don't throw out your furniture, or remove walls. Start by making small adjustments. For

instance, you could change the look of a room by adding a few accents like an area rug to

add some color to a room full of earth tones. Pastels and earth tones are very classic colors,

and adding a splash of bright greens, golds and reds, and blues can update the space

without removing of the style of furniture. For a room that is cohesive include throw pillows to

ensure that the bright colour is carried onto the bed or couch (depending on the room). 

Stop thinking big. 

The classic style doesn't necessarily mean huge and imposing furniture, and it certainly isn't

required to have expensive antiques. Visit a contemporary furniture shop and pick an option

that is reminiscent of the old Victorian bed your grandmother used to have however it is

smaller in size. Keep in mind that the first creators of the classical furniture typically had

larger spaces than the ones you'll see in a home now, and trying to stuff furniture this size

into a single room will create a feeling of crampedness or even be difficult to maneuver into.

In addition, faux antiques could look real, but they don't cost much money. 

Seek out the Design. 

Instead of seeking furniture that matches the original design you are drawn to then focus

your attention on what it is about that style that you like. In other words, do love your

traditional sofa and loveseat due to the size of the unit or that the design of the material?

Perhaps you love the material in itself, or the intricate carving on arms of the unit. Whatever

you are particularly fond of you'll be able to discover that element incorporated to create a

contemporary design. It's possible to do the same with window dressings, kitchen hardware,

and restroom accessories. 

möbel bekleben  

Learn to Compromise. 

You might not find what you're looking for when you are shopping for new furniture or

accessories because you've got in your head that you have to have a certain color and

design. If you see something you like that is a shade off but still a good addition. If you want

to make a change, you can always refinish the furniture or sand or restore any wood. If you

are unable to find furniture , you could quickly find other furniture pieces to make your space

more modern without losing your traditional fashion. 
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